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Summary of audit results
After auditing, 4 Critical-risk, 5 High-risk, 7 Medium-risk, 4 Low-risk and 4 Info-risk items were
identified in the LeverFi project. Specific audit details will be presented in the Findings section. Users
should pay attention to the following aspects when interacting with this project:

Notes:

*



Risk Description:

1. This project only audits the internal code of the project, and does not audit the interactive contract.
Audited

contracts

include

UserConfiguration.sol,

CollateralLogic.sol,

CollateralPoolLogic.sol,

GeneralLogic.sol, LiquidationLogic.sol, PositionLogic.sol, ReserveLogic.sol, ReservePoolLogic.sol,
TradeLogic.sol,

ValidationLogic.sol,

CurveLPOracleGetter.sol,

HelpersLogic.sol

MockPriceOracle.sol,

LedgerStorage.sol,
StargateReinvestmentLogic.sol,

ChainLinkPriceOracleGetter.sol,

StargateLPOracleGetter.sol,

AaveReinvestmentLogic.sol,
ReinvestmentProxy.sol,

TriCryptoOracle.sol,

ConvexReinvestmentLogic.sol,
ZeroexSwapAdapter.sol,

DataTypes.sol,

UnwrapLp.sol BonusPool.sol, Configurator.sol, UserData.sol and Ledger.sol
2. There is test code in the project, please do not use the test code, such as MockPriceOracle.sol, etc.
3. This audit report is only for the current code, but the business logic contract of the current project can be
upgraded, and the code after the upgrade cannot be determined. After the upgrade, the risk of loss of funds
and data may be introduced. When users interact with this project, they need to pay attention to whether
the upgraded logic contract is consistent with the audit code.
4. Due to problems with CurveOracle prophecy machine, it can lead to price manipulation, which can result
in loss of contract funds. Details can be found at: https://chainsecurity.com/curve-lp-oracle-manipulation-
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post-mortem/. Therefore a modifier is proposed to be added, which restricts contract calls using
tx.origin==msg.sender in the modifier, which will prevent the attack from happening.
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Project Description:
1. Business overview
The LeverFi project is a revenue aggregation project that allows liquidity providers to provide funds to
earn interest. Liquidity providers deposit funds into lending pools, and lenders earn interest from
borrowing leveraged traders. Idle assets in lending pools that are not used (unused liquidity) by traders
will be deployed to other DeFi protocols for yield. When a trader deposits BTC, ETH, Curve-LP, Uni-LP
and other collaterals in the collateral pool, the contract will deposit the collateral into the DeFi protocol to
obtain benefits, while allowing traders to perform leveraged transactions. Leveraged trades are only
entered, stored and settled within the LeverFi platform. If a trade loses close to the value of the deposited
collateral, the liquidator system will make a margin call to the trader.
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1 Overview
1.1 Project Overview
Project Name

LeverFi

Platform

Ethereum

Github

https://github.com/LeverFi/main-contracts

Commit

ed904fe9caabab160fdaed965094613236ba9308(original)
19e22c2bd832db1cc85eeedbbe45855be9db042e(fixed)

1.2 Audit Overview
Audit work duration: August 4, 2022 – October 11, 2022
Audit methods: Formal Verification, Static Analysis, Typical Case Testing and Manual Review.
Audit team: Beosin Security Team
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2 Findings
Index

Risk description

Severity
level

Status

LeverFi-1

The initialize function lacks permission check

Critical

Fixed

LeverFi-2

The swapPosition function lacks permission check

Critical

Fixed

LeverFi-3

The swap function is improperly designed

Critical

Fixed

LeverFi-4

The withdrawLiquidationWalletLong function is
improperly designed

Critical

Fixed

LeverFi-5

DoS attack

High

Fixed

LeverFi-6

The _calculateRewards function design flaw

High

Fixed

LeverFi-7

The _depositReserve function is improperly designed

High

Fixed

LeverFi-8

The configureAsset function is improperly designed

High

Fixed

LeverFi-9

Clearing mechanism error

High

Fixed

LeverFi-10

The getNormalizedDebt function is improperly designed

Medium

Fixed

LeverFi-11

Implementation flaws in the reinvestReserveSupply and
reinvestCollateralSupply functions

Medium

Fixed

LeverFi-12

Unsafe call

Medium

Fixed

LeverFi-13

The configureReserve function design flaw

Medium

Fixed

LeverFi-14

Centralization risk

Medium

Fixed

LeverFi-15

The _repayShort function is improperly designed

Medium

Fixed

LeverFi-16

The ExecutewithdrawReserve function lacks update
percentageray parameters

Medium

Fixed

LeverFi-17

Improperly designed _depositCollateral function

Low

Fixed

LeverFi-18

The validateTrade function check error

Low

Fixed

LeverFi-19

The configureCollateral function cannot modify
reinvestment

Low

Fixed

LeverFi-20

Improper design when settlement user awards

Low

Fixed

LeverFi-21

lack of judgment on value

Info

Fixed

LeverFi-22

The getUserLiquidity function design flaw

Info

Fixed

LeverFi-23

Lack of judgment on whether to add assets

Info

Fixed

LeverFi-24

Admin permission not initialized

Info

Fixed
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Finding Details:
[LeverFi-1] The initialize function lacks permission check
Severity Level

Critical

Type

Business Security

Lines

AaveReinvestmentLogic.sol,ConvexReinvestmentLogic.sol#L47,79

Description

In the initialize of the ConvexReinvestmentLogic and AaveReinvestmentLogic contracts,
there is no permission to check and use the Initializable contract, which will cause anyone
to call this function to modify it, thereby withdrawing the funds in the contract.

Figure 1 Source code of AaveReinvestmentLogic contract(Unfixed)

Figure 2 Source code of ConvexReinvestmentLogic contract(Unfixed)
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Recommendations

It is recommended to use the Initializable contract.

Status

Fixed.

Figure 3 Source code of AaveReinvestmentLogic contract(Fixed)

Figure 4 Source code of ConvexReinvestmentLogic contract(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-2] The swapPosition function lacks permission check
Severity Level

Critical

Type

General Vulnerability

Lines

Ledger.sol#L1147

Description

The swapPosition function lacks permission verification. Anyone can execute this
function and use the contract's tokens to swap, which will result in a loss of contract
funds.

Figure 5 Source code of swapPosition function(Unfixed)

Figure 6 Source code of executeTrade function

Recommendations

It is recommended to add the permission check of the function caller.

Status

Fixed.
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Figure 7 Source code of swapPosition function(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-3] The swap function is improperly designed
Severity Level

Critical

Type

Business Security

Lines

Ledger.sol,ZeroexSwapAdapter.sol#L20-54

Description

When trading, the user can pass in the specified asset for swap, instead of swapping
according to the actual asset, so that the user can pass in the fake tokens in exchange for
the funds of the protocol.

Figure 8 Source code of trade function

Figure 9 Source code of executeTrade function

Figure 10 Source code of swap function(Unfixed)
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Recommendations

It is recommended that the code use the incoming params.shortAsset and
params.longAsset instead of relying on the selling asset and buy asset in the data
entered by the user.

Status

Fixed.

Figure 11 Source code of swap function(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-4] The withdrawLiquidationWalletLong function is improperly designed
Severity Level

Critical

Type

Business Security

Lines

LiquidationLogic.sol#L277-308

Description

Liquidation wallets can withdraw funds from liquidity providers through this function.

Figure 12 Source code of executeWithdrawLiquidationWalletLong function(Unfixed)

Recommendations

It is recommended that the liquidation wallet can only receive funds through PNL.

Status

Fixed.
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Figure 13 Source code of executeWithdrawLiquidationWalletLong function(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-5] DoS attack
Severity Level

High

Type

General Vulnerability

Lines

AaveReinvestmentLogic.sol,ConvexReinvestmentLogic.sol#L65,70,110,116-120

Description

There is a DoS vulnerability in the invest function of the AaveReinvestmentLogic and
ConvexReinvestmentLogic contracts. If someone sends a token to the contract in
advance, the user will fail to call the contract. Because the judgment here is that the
amout input by the user must be equal to the contractBalance in the contract, if someone
maliciously transfers money to the contract, the judgment will never be satisfied.
Similarly, "IERC20Upgradeable(asset).balanceOf(address(this)) == 0" also has this
problem.

Figure 14 Source code of invest function (AaveReinvestmentLogic.sol)(Unfixed)

Figure 15 Source code of invest function (ConvexReinvestmentLogic.sol)(Unfixed)

Recommendations

It is recommended to delete the code.

Status

Fixed.
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Figure 16 Source code of invest function (AaveReinvestmentLogic.sol)(Fixed)

Figure 17 Source code of invest function (ConvexReinvestmentLogic.sol)(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-6] The _calculateRewards function design flaw
Severity Level

High

Type

Business Security

Lines

ConvexReinvestmentLogic.sol#L189-226

Description

Design flaw in the _calculateRewards function of the ConvexReinvestmentLogic
contract. Because the user does not update the value of acquiredBalance after receiving
the reward, it will result in an error in the calculation of the reward.

Figure 18 Source code of _calculateRewards function(Unfixed)

Recommendations

It is recommended to update the acquiredBalance after claiming the reward.

Status

Fixed.
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Figure 19 Source code of _calculateRewards function (ConvexReinvestmentLogic.sol)(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-7] The _depositReserve function is improperly designed
Severity Level

High

Type

Business Security

Lines

Ledger.sol#L812-825

Description

First of all, in the getReserveSupply function, if the function uses true, then poolAmount
will not use the UtilizedSupply part. Go back to the _depositReserve function of the
Ledger contract and calculate the part of shareAmountRay that does not use
UtilizedSupply, then the calculated share will be wrong. In the _withdrawReserve
function, the poolAmount is added with UtilizedSupply. The calculated shareAmountRay
is smaller than expected, which will lead to arbitrage space. Similarly, the part of
UtilizedSupply should also be used when calculating currUserReserveBalance.

Figure 20 Source code of _depositReserve function(Unfixed)

Recommendations

It is recommended to set the getReserveSupply function to false.

Status

Fixed.
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Figure 21 Source code of _depositReserve function(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-8] The configureAsset function is improperly designed
Severity Level

High

Type

Business Security

Lines

Ledger.sol#L231

Description

In the Ledger contract, when the configureAsset function modifies the configuration, it
will replace assetLength with the latest index, which will cause data confusion.

Figure 22 Source code of configureAsset function(Unfixed)

Recommendations

It is recommended that assetId should remain unchanged when set.

Status

Fixed.

Figure 23 Source code of configureAsset function(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-9] Clearing mechanism error
Severity Level

High

Type

Business Security

Lines

LiquidationLogic.sol#L189-221

Description

When liquidation is performed in the executeForeclosure function, the debt repaid by the
liquidation wallet is not recorded correctly, which will cause the liquidation wallet to use
a small amount of funds to pay off a large debt.

Figure 24 Source code of executeForeclosure function(Unfixed)

Recommendations

It is recommended to use the actual amount, not the amount paid for the user.

Status

Fixed.

Figure 25 Source code of executeForeclosure function(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-10] The getNormalizedDebt function is improperly designed
Severity Level

Medium

Type

Business Security

Lines

ReserveLogic.sol#L59-64

Description

When querying currBorrowIndexRay through the getNormalizedDebt function, if user B
borrows money right after user A at the same time. At this time, according to the code
logic, their currBorrowIndexRay is the same, but when user B borrows money, the
utilization rate changes. Theoretically currBorrowIndexRay will be different, which will
result in less interest repaid by users who borrow later.

Figure 26 Source code of getNormalizedDebt function(Unfixed)

Recommendations

It is recommended to delete the if judgment.

Status

Fixed.
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Figure 27 Source code of getNormalizedDebt function(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-11]

Implementation

flaws

in

the

reinvestReserveSupply

and

reinvestCollateralSupply functions
Severity Level

Medium

Type

Business Security

Lines

Ledger.sol#L759-795

Description

In the reinvestReserveSupply and reinvestCollateralSupply functions, the lack of approve
for New_reinvestment will cause the function call to fail.

Figure 28 Source code of related functions(Unfixed)

Recommendations

It is recommended to increase approve.

Status

Fixed.
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Figure 29 Source code of related functions(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-12] Unsafe call
Severity Level

Medium

Type

General Vulnerability

Lines

ZeroexSwapAdapter.sol#L35

Description

Unsafe call method. In the swap function of the ZeroexSwapAdapter contract, because
the swapBytesData parameter is controllable, the approveRouter and swapBytes are also
controllable. Then an attacker can use call to perform arbitrary operations. For example,
approveRouter is specified as a token, and the swapBytes parameter is the token
authorization behavior (the contract is authorized to the attacker), then the attacker can
withdraw the tokens in the contract.

Recommendations

Figure 30 Source code of swap function (ZeroexSwapAdapter.sol)(Unfixed)

It is recommended to directly call this interface for swap instead of using the call
method.

Status

Fixed.

Figure 31 Source code of configureRoutersList function (ZeroexSwapAdapter.sol)(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-13] The configureReserve function design flaw
Severity Level

Medium

Type

Business Security

Lines

Ledger.sol#L304

Description

First, in the configureReserve function, the operator can modify the reinvestment
arbitrarily. It is assumed that the operator initially sets the reinvestment to a non-zero
address, and the user stakes during this period, and then the operator sets the reinvestment
to zero. At this time, when the user stakes in, the calculation of the getShareAmount
function

in

the

_depositReserve

function

will

be

wrong,

because

the

getReserveAvailableSupply function here can only obtain the total amount of
reserve.reinvestment that is zero, and does not obtain the amount of reinvestment that is
not zero, so the calculation error is caused.

Figure 32 Source code of configureReserve function (Ledger.sol)(Unfixed)
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Figure 33 Source code of _depositReserve function (Ledger.sol)(Unfixed)

Figure 34 Source code of getReserveSupply function (ReserveLogic.sol)(Unfixed)

Figure 35 Source code of getReserveAvailableSupply function (GeneralLogic.sol)(Unfixed)

Recommendations

It is recommended that the project side add a state in which users cannot stake.

Status

Fixed. The project party has added this function to avoid the situation that users can still
stake when modifying the reinvestment.
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Figure 36 Source code of configureReserveReinvestment function (Ledger.sol)(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-14] Centralization risk
Severity Level

Medium

Type

Business Security

Lines

Ledger.sol

Description

In the Ledger contract, the operator permission can modify the relevant parameters in
the contract, which is high permission.

Figure 37 Source code of related functions

Figure 38 Source code of configureAsset function

Recommendations

It is recommended to use a multi-signature wallet to manage operator permissions.

Status

Fixed. The project party is planned that a Gnosis multi-signature wallet will be used as
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operator for the Ledger.
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[LeverFi-15] The _repayShort function is improperly designed
Severity Level

Medium

Type

Business Security

Lines

Ledger.sol#1074-1107

Description

The essence of the _repayShort function is that the user repays the debt, but the user can
use the _repayShort function to add positions. Because the function does not determine
whether the user's position is long, and the money transferred by the user is not
transferred to the investment contract. When the last user wants to withdraw funds, it will
cause the call to fail because the user withdraws funds from the investment contract.

Figure 39 Source code of _repayShort function(Unfixed)

Recommendations

It is recommended to judge whether the user's position is a short type in
validateRepayShort.

Status

Fixed.
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Figure 40 Source code of _repayShort function(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-16] The ExecutewithdrawReserve function lacks update percentageray
parameters
Severity Level

Medium

Type

Business Security

Lines

ReservePoolLogic.sol#96-144

Description

The UtilizationPercentageRay parameter is not updated in the ExecutewithDrawReserve
function, which will result in inaccurate utilization if the user exits liquidity.

Figure 41 Source code of executeWithdrawReserve function(Unfixed)

Recommendations

It is recommended to increase "reserve.postupDateRESERVADATA();" to update
the utilization rate.

Status

Fixed.

Figure 42 Source code of executeWithdrawReserve function(Fixed)
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Figure 43 Source code of _repayShort function(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-17] Improperly designed _depositCollateral function
Severity Level

Low

Type

Business Security

Lines

Ledger.sol#L914-916

Description

In the _depositCollateral function, when verifying whether the stake meets the
requirements, the current user's share (currUserDepositShareRay) plus the amount is
incorrectly used to determine whether the minimum stake amount is met.

Figure 44 Source code of _depositCollateral function(Unfixed)

Recommendations

It is recommended to use the current user's stake amount.

Status

Fixed.

Figure 45 Source code of _depositCollateral function(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-18] The validateTrade function check error
Severity Level

Low

Type

Business Security

Lines

ValidationLogic.sol#L170-174

Description

In the validateTrade function, the state of reserve is repeatedly judged, and the state of
assetConfig should be judged here.

Figure 46 Source code of validateTrade function(Unfixed)

Recommendations

It is recommended to modify reserve to assetConfig.

Status

Fixed.

Figure 47 Source code of validateTrade function(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-19] The configureCollateral function cannot modify reinvestment
Severity Level

Low

Type

Business Security

Lines

Ledger.sol#

Description

Because reinvestment cannot be set in the configureCollateral function, but there is a
function for reinvesting new reinvestment in the contract, the reinvestment function will
not be available.

Figure 48 Source code of initializeCollateral function

Figure 49 Source code of configureCollateral function

Figure 50 Source code of reinvestCollateralSupply function
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Recommendations

It

is

recommended

to

add

collateralPoolList[asset][new_reinvestment]

=

collateralPoolList[asset][reinvestment]; del collateralPoolList[asset][reinvestment] to
the configureCollateral function, and then update the reinvestment in the new
collateral.

When

setting,

you

should

also

judge

whether

collateralPoolList[asset][new_reinvestment] has been set. Of course, when setting,
also judge the state, which can only be set when Disabled.
Status

Fixed.

Figure 51 Source code of setCollateralReinvestment function(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-20] Improper design when settlement user awards
Severity Level

Low

Type

Business Security

Lines

ConvexReinvestmentLogic.sol#L168-170

Description

During the settlement of user rewards, it did not receive the current reward in time,
resulting in small rewards for user settlement.

Figure 52 Source code of _checkpoint function(Unfixed)

Recommendations

It is recommended to receive the reward of the pool before settle the user reward.

Status

Fixed.

Figure 53 Source code of _checkpoint function(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-21] lack of judgment on value
Severity Level

Info

Type

Business Security

Lines

Ledger.sol#L137-161

Description

The following function lacks judgment on the input value, resulting in any value can be
set.

Figure 54 Source code of related functions(Unfixed)

Figure 55 Source code of initialize function(Unfixed)

Recommendations

It is recommended to judge the range of the input value.

Status

Fixed.
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Figure 56 Source code of related functions(Fixed)

Figure 57 Source code of initialize function(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-22] The getUserLiquidity function design flaw
Severity Level

Info

Type

Business Security

Lines

GeneralLogic.sol#L185-188

Description

When calculating availableLeverageUsd, whether vars.pnlUsd>0 or vars.pnlUsd<0,
should

use

(int256(vars.totalCollateralUsdPostLtv)

+

vars.pnlUsd)

*

int256(params.leverageFactor) / int256(1e18) - int(vars.totalShortUsd) ), because the part
of the revenue can still be used as part of the user.

Figure 58 Source code of getUserLiquidity function(Unfixed)

Recommendations

It is recommended to treat the revenue part as the part used by the user.

Status

Fixed.

Figure 59 Source code of getUserLiquidity function(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-23] Lack of judgment on whether to add assets
Severity Level

Info

Type

Business Security

Lines

Ledger.sol#L175-197,244-275

Description

In the initializeAsset function of the Ledger contract, it is not determined whether the
asset has been added. If the operator is not set properly, it will cause an error in the
assetList record. Similarly, the initializeCollateral function should also determine
whether the collateralPoolList[asset][reinvestment] has been added.

Figure 60 Source code of initializeAsset function(Unfixed)

Figure 61 Source code of initializeCollateral function(Unfixed)
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Recommendations

It is recommended to determine whether the asset has been added.

Status

Fixed.

Figure 62 Source code of initializeAsset function(Fixed)

Figure 63 Source code of initializeCollateral function(Fixed)
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[LeverFi-24] Admin permission not initialized
Severity Level

Info

Type

Business Security

Lines

Ledger.sol#L118-130

Description

In the initialize function, there is no initial admin permission, which will result in the
subsequent

failure

to

change

the

permissions

of

OPERATOR_ROLE

LIQUIDATE_EXECUTOR.

Figure 64 Source code of initialize function(Unfixed)

Recommendations

Initial admin privileges are recommended.

Status

Fixed.

Figure 65 Source code of initialize function(Fixed)
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3 Appendix
3.1 Vulnerability Assessment Metrics and Status in Smart Contracts
3.1.1 Metrics
In order to objectively assess the severity level of vulnerabilities in blockchain systems, this report
provides detailed assessment metrics for security vulnerabilities in smart contracts with reference to
CVSS 3.1 (Common Vulnerability Scoring System Ver 3.1).
According to the severity level of vulnerability, the vulnerabilities are classified into four levels:
"critical", "high", "medium" and "low". It mainly relies on the degree of impact and likelihood of
exploitation of the vulnerability, supplemented by other comprehensive factors to determine of the
severity level.
Impact

Severe

High

Medium

Low

Probable

Critical

High

Medium

Low

Possible

High

High

Medium

Low

Unlikely

Medium

Medium

Low

Info

Rare

Low

Low

Info

Info

Likelihood

3.1.2 Degree of impact


Severe

Severe impact generally refers to the vulnerability can have a serious impact on the confidentiality,
integrity, availability of smart contracts or their economic model, which can cause substantial
economic losses to the contract business system, large-scale data disruption, loss of authority
management, failure of key functions, loss of credibility, or indirectly affect the operation of other
smart contracts associated with it and cause substantial losses, as well as other severe and mostly
irreversible harm.


High

High impact generally refers to the vulnerability can have a relatively serious impact on the
confidentiality, integrity, availability of the smart contract or its economic model, which can cause a
greater economic loss, local functional unavailability, loss of credibility and other impact to the
contract business system.
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Medium

Medium impact generally refers to the vulnerability can have a relatively minor impact on the
confidentiality, integrity, availability of the smart contract or its economic model, which can cause a
small amount of economic loss to the contract business system, individual business unavailability
and other impact.


Low

Low impact generally refers to the vulnerability can have a minor impact on the smart contract,
which can pose certain security threat to the contract business system and needs to be improved.
3.1.4 Likelihood of Exploitation


Probable

Probable likelihood generally means that the cost required to exploit the vulnerability is low, with no
special exploitation threshold, and the vulnerability can be triggered consistently.


Possible

Possible likelihood generally means that exploiting such vulnerability requires a certain cost, or there
are certain conditions for exploitation, and the vulnerability is not easily and consistently triggered.


Unlikely

Unlikely likelihood generally means that the vulnerability requires a high cost, or the exploitation
conditions are very demanding and the vulnerability is highly difficult to trigger.


Rare

Rare likelihood generally means that the vulnerability requires an extremely high cost or the
conditions for exploitation are extremely difficult to achieve.
3.1.5 Fix Results Status
Status
Fixed

Description
The project party fully fixes a vulnerability.

Partially Fixed

The project party did not fully fix the issue, but only mitigated the issue.

Acknowledged

The project party confirms and chooses to ignore the issue.
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3.2 Audit Categories
No.

Categories

Subitems
Compiler Version Security
Deprecated Items

1

Coding Conventions

Redundant Code
require/assert Usage
Gas Consumption
Integer Overflow/Underflow
Reentrancy
Pseudo-random Number Generator (PRNG)
Transaction-Ordering Dependence
DoS (Denial of Service)

2

General Vulnerability

Function Call Permissions
call/delegatecall Security
Returned Value Security
tx.origin Usage
Replay Attack

Overriding Variables
Third-party Protocol Interface Consistency
Business Logics
Business Implementations
3

Business Security

Manipulable Token Price
Centralized Asset Control
Asset Tradability
Arbitrage Attack

Beosin classified the security issues of smart contracts into three categories: Coding Conventions, General
Vulnerability, Business Security. Their specific definitions are as follows:


Coding Conventions

Audit whether smart contracts follow recommended language security coding practices. For example,
smart contracts developed in Solidity language should fix the compiler version and do not use
deprecated keywords.


General Vulnerability
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General Vulnerability include some common vulnerabilities that may appear in smart contract
projects. These vulnerabilities are mainly related to the characteristics of the smart contract itself,
such as integer overflow/underflow and denial of service attacks.


Business Security

Business security is mainly related to some issues related to the business realized by each project,
and has a relatively strong pertinence. For example, whether the lock-up plan in the code match the
white paper, or the flash loan attack caused by the incorrect setting of the price acquisition oracle.
*

Note that the project may suffer stake losses due to the integrated third-party protocol. This is not something Beosin can control.

Business security requires the participation of the project party. The project party and users need to stay vigilant at all times.
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3.3 Disclaimer
The Audit Report issued by Beosin is related to the services agreed in the relevant service agreement. The
Project Party or the Served Party (hereinafter referred to as the "Served Party") can only be used within the
conditions and scope agreed in the service agreement. Other third parties shall not transmit, disclose, quote,
rely on or tamper with the Audit Report issued for any purpose.
The Audit Report issued by Beosin is made solely for the code, and any description, expression or wording
contained therein shall not be interpreted as affirmation or confirmation of the project, nor shall any warranty
or guarantee be given as to the absolute flawlessness of the code analyzed, the code team, the business model
or legal compliance.
The Audit Report issued by Beosin is only based on the code provided by the Served Party and the technology
currently available to Beosin. However, due to the technical limitations of any organization, and in the event
that the code provided by the Served Party is missing information, tampered with, deleted, hidden or
subsequently altered, the audit report may still fail to fully enumerate all the risks.
The Audit Report issued by Beosin in no way provides investment advice on any project, nor should it be
utilized as investment suggestions of any type. This report represents an extensive evaluation process designed
to help our customers improve code quality while mitigating the high risks in Blockchain.
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3.4 About BEOSIN
BEOSIN is the first institution in the world specializing in the construction of blockchain security ecosystem.
The core team members are all professors, postdocs, PhDs, and Internet elites from world-renowned academic
institutions.BEOSIN has more than 20 years of research in formal verification technology, trusted computing,
mobile security and kernel security, with overseas experience in studying and collaborating in project research
at well-known universities. Through the security audit and defense deployment of more than 2,000 smart
contracts, over 50 public blockchains and wallets, and nearly 100 exchanges worldwide, BEOSIN has
accumulated rich experience in security attack and defense of the blockchain field, and has developed several
security products specifically for blockchain.
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